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High-Bandwidth, Low-Loss DOCSIS® 4.0-compatible passives designed to 
futureproof your outside plant for decades to come

SOLUTION BRIEF

GigaXtend XS 
Taps & Passives 

Benefits 
Futureproof your outside plant 
to support incremental frequency 
increases, beginning with 1.8GHz, 
that enable your network to meet 
increasing bandwidth demands 
and fend off competitive threats 
for decades to come. 

Realize significant and long-
term operational advantages in 
comparison to the adoption of 
competitive products through 
built-in support for frequencies of 
3GHz or higher.

Support higher frequencies 
and reduce power and RF loss 
by adopting next-gen passive 
technology that overcomes 
housing and circuitry limitations 
of incumbent taps and passives. 

Speed up installation times and 
avoid unnecessary maintenance 
costs through breakthrough port 
design techniques that simplify 
replacement procedures and 
reduce installation issues.

Achieve new performance 
benchmarks for RF and AC loss, as 
well as bandwidth, while avoiding 
regrettable spend.

ATX introduced the GigaXtend™ XS Series of 2GHz taps and passives, 
faceplate upgradeable to 3GHz or higher, with the goal of empowering 
cable operators to futureproof their outside plants for decades to come. 
The GigaXtend XS family of taps, power inserters, couplers and splitters 
is next-generation outside plant equipment designed to inject cost and 
performance benefits into existing HFC networks, while at the same time 
positioning cable operators to manage future frequency upgrades with 
minimal disruption. GigaXtend XS hardline passives leverage unique 
power-passing technologies and design methodologies to deliver unrivaled 
performance and operational savings. Benefits of using high-bandwidth 
GigaXtend XS technology for new builds or replacing existing taps and 
passives include support for DOCSIS 4.0, a reduction of maintenance 
and installation costs and industry-leading performance in the areas of 
bandwidth, as well as RF and AC loss — all in the service of helping operators 
avoid regrettable spend.

GigaXtend™

XS Series 2GHz Taps & Passives
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Streamline the Evolution of your Outside Plant
MSOs are evolving their networks at unprecedented rates. With 
competitive threats looming and bandwidth demands — especially in the 
upstream — on steep upward trajectories, cable operators must accelerate 
technology migrations or risk losing their status as preeminent broadband 
access suppliers in much of the world. They are not without options. Most 
MSOs are investigating or, in some cases, adopting an assortment of 
next-gen architectures and technologies, including expanding DOCSIS 3.1, 
deploying fiber deep and Distributed Access Architecture (DAA). With the 
objective of recovering lost downstream spectrum due to mid- or high-
split upgrades to increase return-path bandwidth, cable operators have 
also started planning for the adoption of the recently released DOCSIS 4.0 
specifications, which usher in spectrum extensions to 1.8GHz. 

A major obstacle on the pathway to boosting the frequency of HFC networks 
to 1.8GHz and beyond is the need for cable operators to replace all existing 
passives in their outside plant with 1.8GHz-capable equipment. Mostly 
due to design limitations, upgrading the current installed base of taps and 
passives in the HFC plant would fall short of the desired 1.8GHz goal. The 
GigaXtend XS family, a new generation of high-bandwidth, low-loss taps and 
passives, overcomes these limitations, enabling cable operators to support 
higher frequencies, starting at 2GHz, and migrate to as high as 3GHz through 
a faceplate upgrade.

MSOs have grown increasingly vigilant about avoiding regrettable spend, 
which describes a technology investment or upgrade with a limited lifespan. 
MSOs that replace existing taps and passives with next-gen technology that 
supports higher frequencies, as well as lower loss, will be protected against 
undertaking another major passive upgrade for the next couple of decades.

“MSOs that 
replace existing 

taps and passives 
with next-gen 

technology that 
supports higher 
frequencies, as 
well as lower 
loss, will be 

protected against 
undertaking 

another major 
passive upgrade 

for the next 
couple of 
decades.”
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Unlike currently installed taps, which are bandwidth limiting, GigaXtend taps increase capacity and cost savings 
today and into the future.

Platform RF Passband: Incumbent Taps & Passives vs ATX GigaXtend XS
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Why pay for a second upgrade when only one will do?
If your outside plant evolution requires a frequency boost beyond 870MHz, 1GHz or even 1.2GHz, the best long-
term economic option for replacing your current crop of taps and passives is equipment capable of supporting 
frequencies of 1.8GHz and higher. It’s essentially the difference between upgrading your outside plant once, or 
twice. Consider the scenario in which you must upgrade passives in your outside plant to reap some of the benefits 
of DOCSIS 3.1, including boosting downstream spectrum to 1.2GHz. While hardline passives that support 1.2GHz 
— but are incapable of being upgraded to handle 1.8GHz spectrum — will get the job done for the time being, the 
expense of another upgrade will be required in a few years to reap the bandwidth rewards of adopting DOCSIS 4.0.  
A large majority of operators that participated in the ATX 2050 Project Survey (see below) agree that if you need to 
replace outside plant actives or passives in your current network, the most cost-efficient approach is to use available 
equipment capable of supporting 1.8GHz. And should you need to boost your network’s frequency even higher in the 
future, the same GigaXtend XS housing you install today can be faceplate upgraded to support frequencies of 3GHz 
or higher. Eventually moving to DOCSIS 4.0? GigaXtend XS is a no-brainer. 

*Question: “It’s important that any equipment I use to replace components in my outside plant today be capable 
of supporting DOCSIS 4.0 when it becomes available.”

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

*ATX Networks : ATX 2050 Project Survey, January 2021

TCO: Reap additional Operational Savings over the 
Lifetime of your Outside Plant Upgrade
But it isn’t just the reduction of major maintenance events that makes 
GigaXtend XS technology a compelling economical alternative to 
competitive solutions. Factoring other expenses into the Total Cost 
of Ownership (TCO) equation adds up to an even stronger GigaXtend 
value proposition. Take installation time, for example.  GigaXtend 
passives feature a screw-less hardline 90-degree entry connector that 
has emerged as a significant timesaver for technicians. By eliminating 
screws, which can be dropped, loosen over time or left untightened by a 
hurried technician, GigaXtend’s spring-loaded contact design also means a 
potential reduction in repeat maintenance to replace or retighten a wayward 
fastener. While a few minutes of technician time here and there might not 
add up to a lot on a per-tap basis, the overall savings in a network with 
hundreds or thousands of passives could be significant.
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Setting New Benchmarks for Bandwidth, RF  
and AC Loss 
The superior design of GigaXtend taps and passives provides cable 
operators with ample opportunities to fine-tune and optimize the 
performance of their outside plants. In addition to unrivaled performance in 
terms of bandwidth and AC loss, GigaXtend technology delivers industry-
leading benchmarks for RF loss and hum modulation, which could translate 
into better network utilization. By picking up a couple of dBs in drop 
level and improving Carrier-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) — thereby  improving 
Modulation Error Ratio (MER) —cable operators can potentially achieve 
higher-order QAM modulation. 

 
 

Superior Design Equals Superior Performance
GigaXtend XS technology is able to deliver superior 
bandwidth and performance by overcoming several 
design limitations of existing taps and passives that 
create impairments to passing RF through coax plants 
at higher frequencies. For example, GigaXtend XS 
equipment uses a choke-less design that overcomes 
the RF-passing limitations of traditional passives, 
which rely on a wire-wound choke that loses efficiency 
at higher frequencies. Similarly, incumbent taps and 
other passives typically use an AC bypass mechanism, 
designed to move power and RF across the device 
when the faceplate is removed, that tends to produce 
unwanted resonances at higher frequencies that 
hamper pass through. 

The success behind ATX’s efforts to “build a better 
mousetrap” resulted from the company’s early 

recognition of the competitive and economic advantages available to cable operators that extend the longevity 
of their HFC networks through incremental frequency upgrades, beginning with the 1.8GHz spectrum allocated 
by DOCSIS 4.0. Unlike currently installed taps and passives, which were built to pass power and RF through HFC 
networks with frequencies below 1.8GHz, GigaXtend XS equipment was designed with the future in mind. And that 
future begins now. The best way to ensure that the next phase of the evolution of your HFC network gets off to a 
good start is to make GigaXtend XS technology the next – and possibly the last – passive you install in your  
outside plant.

GigaXtend™
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2GHz GigaXtend Hardline Taps & Passives
The GigaXtend™ family of Line Passives, including taps, couplers, splitters 
and power inserters, injects immediate cost and performance benefits into 
existing HFC networks, as well as positions cable operators to seamlessly 
extend the bandwidth capabilities of their HFC networks to 2GHz and 
beyond.

• Unique and patented power-passing technology

• Lowest industry loss at 1.2GHz

• Faceplate upgradeable to 3GHz or higher

• Plug-in signal conditioners (CE/CS/RA)

• Dimensions consistent with wide-body tap

• Screw-less hardline 90° entry connector

• Improved Hum Modulation performance

• Environmentally hardened enclosures

• All power-passing ports with removable fuses

ATX’s GigaXtend XS Series 2GHz Taps & Passives 
Solution Portfolio 

Taps and Passives Features
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About ATX Networks
ATX Networks is a global leader in broadband access and media distribution solutions. ATX’s market-leading and 
award-winning solutions are based on Agile Innovation design principles, enabling communications service providers 
to futureproof and evolve their networks in lockstep with market demand. ATX partners with the world’s most 
innovative cable, satellite, fixed telecom, wireless and media broadcast service providers to usher in a new era of 
ubiquitous gigabit broadband that will meet the communications needs of this generation and the next. For further 
information, visit ATX at www.atx.com, and follow us on Twitter @ATXNetworksCorp.
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